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#Reporting3
Closing Session – Things to take away

You're going to have to change to fit into the system.  
Or how about you change the system so we can all fit?

No thanks!  
We are too busy.
What we take away from these two days

• No macro change if meso, micro and nano doesn’t present the irresistibility of what is needed – there is no sustainable business in an unsustainable world!

• Reporting, Accounting, Data Blueprint outcomes present themselves in New Business Model Blueprint for the purpose of creating integral business models, giving eight characteristics, a ready-to-use template and case examples

• Mount ThriveAblity – once – climbed – will continue to be a challenge, as many others will also need to be guided by the sherpas – YOU!

• Transformation Journey is our embracing offer for implementation – TOGETHER!

• Thresholds & Allocations are essential, yet a generally untouched area – GTAC MUST HAVE!

• The Commons Revival – Elkington, Bouwens, Wahl, Quilligan, stretching our boundaries even more – the next horizon – a new economic model, based on new social contract, will continue to challenge towards ‘ultimate end’

• Brain rollercoaster! The new will present itself naturally, question is just – WHEN!?!
Thanking our sponsors!

**SILVER SPONSOR**
- ABN-AMRO

**BRONZE SPONSOR**
- Cabot
- BSD
- Heureka

**VENUE SPONSOR**
- KPMG

**BOOTH SPONSOR**
- REGEN Network
- IUCN
- WeSustain

**MEDIA SPONSOR**
- Convit.it
- 3BL Media

#Reporting3
Thank you!

• KPMG – Wim Bartels & Bianca Kalwaij
• Ambassadors: Charles, Ben, Christina, Ana, plus 4 of yesterday
• R3.0 team – Cornis, Peter, Cleophea
• Conference audio and video management – Nina Thurm
• Ambassador, Booths, Book Sales, and much detail – Alexandra Thurm
• The whole tech team at KPMG
• Thank Y-O-U, and we will continue to count on you as our community of positive mavericks

See you all at r3.0 2019!